The present study provides some extensions over a recent work in Won (2011) which investigates properties of the static newsvendor problem under a schedule involving progressive multiple discounts under the assumption that demand is given exogenously. Khouja (1995 Khouja ( , 1996 formulated the extended versions over the classical newsvendor model with various discount policies including all-units discount and/or multiple discounts and found that the extended newsvendor models with discount schedules yield higher optimal expected profits than the classical newsvendor model with no-discounts. In this study, we establish a robust conjecture as a stronger statement than Khouja's findings with regard to the general relationship among the expected profits of newsvendor models in the sense that the conjecture holds for every order quantity as well as the optimal order quantity. The conjecture encourages the newsvendor facing quantity discounts to safely implement her own discounts policy to customer or accept quantity discounts offered by the supplier even if the optimal order quantity cannot be ordered due to additional restrictions such as budget or warehouse capacity constraints because the newsvendor models with quantity discounts always yield higher expected profit than the classic newsvendor model without quantity discounts regardless of the order quantity. Results from wide experiments with various probability distributions of demand strongly support our conjecture.
Introduction
Khouja [5, 6] The purpose of this paper is to establish a much stronger statement than Khouja's findings with regard to the general relationship among the expected profits of various static newsvendor models in which demand is given exogenously.
The dynamic newsvendor models [2, 8, 10, 11] in which demand depends on price are not considered in the present study. The general relationship among the expected profits will be established as a robust conjecture. Since the conjecture holds for every order quantity as well as the optimal order quantity, the newsvendor facing quantity discounts can safely implement her own discounts policy to customer or accept quantity discounts offered by the supplier regardless of the order quantity even if the optimal order quantity cannot be ordered due to additional restrictions such as budget or warehouse capacity constraints. Results from wide experiments with various probability distributions of demand strongly support our conjecture.
In order to establish conjecture on the general relationship among the expected profits, we use riskless profit which is the sum of expected profit and cost. The riskless profit has received little attention in the literature since most of the previous studies revealed little implication for determining the optimal order quantity from the information provided by the riskless profit.
However, Won [14] uses riskless profit-based approach to investigate properties of the newsvendor problem under a schedule involving progressive multiple discounts compared with the standard newsvendor problem under a no-discounts schedule. Unlike the conventional derivative-based approach which focuses in finding the optimal values of decision variables, the riskless profit-based approach seeks to find the decision rule that holds for every order quantity as well as the optimal order quantity. Therefore, the results from the analysis of riskless profit can naturally lead to the establishment of a stronger rule than the ones from the analysis of the opti-mal expected profit alone.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes Khouja's findngs briefly. Section 3 establishes the closed-form formulas for the riskless profits of various newsvendor models and reveals the general relationship among the riskless profits of various newsvendor models. From the analysis of riskless profits, section 4 establishes a certain conjecture on the general relationship among the expected profits of various newsvendor models. Section 5 provides extended computational experiments that strongly support our conjecture. Finally, the paper concludes with a summary of the present research and a suggestion for future research.
Khouja's Findings
To formulate the extended newsvendor models, Khouja [5, 6] defines the following notation : (ⅰ) The supplier offers an all-units price discounts schedule with price beaks at quantities [4] :
For an order quantity Q such that   ≤      , the cost per unit of   is offered and be the global optimal order quantities for four newsvendor models, respectively. Khouja [6] proved :
(ⅰ) The expected profit functions However, it should be noted that, unlike the type IV local optimal expected profits for each price break interval, for the type III local optimal expected profits for each price break interval we cannot say that Based on the above properties regarding the expected profits and optimal order quantities of newsvendor models, Khouja [5, 6] 
Riskless Profits of Newsvendor Models
The type I expected profit for a specific order quantity Q [7] is given by
and the type I expected cost associated with underestimating and overestimating demand is given by
From equations (1) and (2), we immediately obtain the following well-known formula for a basic balance equation for the sum of expected profit and cost for a specific order quantity Q in the type I newsvendor model :
The expectation     in equation (3) is known as the riskless profit [11] or maximum profit [1] .
To establish the general relationship among the expected profits of the extended newsvendor models, we will focus on the analysis of the expected profit of the type IV newsvendor model and cost because the remaining three newsvendor models can be treated as special cases of the type IV newsvendor model. The type IV expected retailer profit over all discount periods for a specific order quantity Q when the cost per unit of   is offered by the supplier for order for order
and the type IV expected cost of underestimating demand and overestimating demand is given by
Mathematical details for equations (4) and (5) are provided in Appendix. The purpose of the paper is to reveal the general relationship among the expected profits of the extended newsvendor models. However, it can be noticed from equations (4) and (5) that it is very difficult to try to reveal the relationship among the expected profits of the extended newsvendor models by dealing with     directly. This is the reason why we seek to raise a strong conjecture on the relationship among the expected profits of the extended newsvendor models through the analysis of the riskless profits instead of the expected profits and wide experiments with various probability distributions of demand.
From equations (4) and (5) 
Conjecture on the Expected Profits
The observations from the analysis of the riskless profits of extended newsvendor models can lead to a certain conjecture regarding the general relationship among the expected profits of newsvendor models that holds for every order quantity as well as the optimal order quantities. 
Insights from Computational Experiments
The purpose of computational experiments provided in this section is two-fold : one is to provide experiences that strongly support our conjecture for realistic situations and the other is to obtain valuable insights that may be useful for the newsvendor from the experiments.
To show that our conjecture can hold well for realistic situations, we select a variety of probability distributions of demand. Basically, two types of probability distributions are considered in our experiment : discrete probability distributions and continuous probability distributions. In We assume that the demand varies in increments of 100 from 0 to 2,000 for all distributions.
A uniform distribution discretized with the same increments as the binomial distribution is con- Some remarks need to be given from the computational experiments :
• As the order quantity increases, the retailer facing a type IV newsvendor model can expect consistently greater or equal expected profit for every order quantity and larger or equal optimal order quantity than one facing a type III newsvendor model. Similarly, the retailer facing a type III newsvendor model can expect consistently greater or equal expected profit for every order quantity and larger or equal optimal order quantity than one facing a type I newsvendor model.
• As the order quantity increases, the retailer In conclusion, our conjecture encourages newsvendors to offer a multiple discounting schedule to the customer even if she may not order the optimal order quantity due to the restrictions such as budget or warehouse capacity limit when she is offered an all-units schedule by the supplier.
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